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and find homework help for other Lord of the Flies questions at eNotes. the reason William Golding used British
schoolboys in his novel was that Golding.

They see the silhouette of the parachute from a distance and think that it looks like a huge, deformed ape.
Actions You are viewing excerpt from this paper. Some of the bigguns follow Jack into the jungle. The group
holds a meeting at which Jack and Ralph tell the others of the sighting. They are roasting the pig and dancing
again in a tribal fashion. The boys in turn agree that anyone holding the conch gets to speak without
interruption. Ralph becomes extremely upset about the fact that they let the fire go out and prevented their
rescue. Simon sneaks away to his secret place in the jungle for some much needed alone time. They all go and
the boys play for several hours while Ralph continues to talk about the need to check on the fire. Major
Characters Ralph. Despite being heavily involved in the war efforts during the second world war, Golding
managed to not become a war novelist, this does however, somewhat explain why most of the conflicts in his
books are basic struggles between people. The body of the man with the parachute is lifted off the mountain
by the stormy weather and lands in the water. If a person does not know who he is then he can never function
properly in society. Jack and his second-in-command Roger announce they will kill the beast. Another would
be that as the story progressed characters names slowly begin to change. Piggy brings up a rational scientific
explanation for the beastie. Qualities from Oligarchy, Totalitarianism, Democracy, Dictatorship, and Anarchy
governments are used in several parts of Lord of The Flies that represent different characters and different
situations. A large swath of dead wood burns out of control, and one of the youngest boys in the group
disappears, presumably having burned to death. Shortly after, a boat moves past the island, but does not spot
the boys thanks to the lack of fire. They spot a wild baby pig and Jack tries to kill it but misses. They go to ask
the tribe and they mock him. Each boy behaves as Golding sees the larger world: Ralph attempts to exercise
authority even when he has no clear plan, Piggy insists on rules and rationality, Jack follows his impulses and
primitive urges, and Simon loses himself in thought and seeks enlightenment. At first, the boys enjoy their life
without grown-ups and spend much of their time splashing in the water and playing games. He attracts more
boys to his tribe as they hunt the wild pigs. Chapter Seven Ralph dreams about being clean and civilized.
Furious, Ralph accosts Jack, but the hunter has just returned with his first kill, and all the hunters seem gripped
with a strange frenzy, reenacting the chase in a kind of wild dance. Ralph, who is the protagonist of the story,
struggles to maintain vestiges of civilization against the call of human nature and savagery. When Jack and the
other hunters return in triumph with a pig, Ralph confronts Jack, complaining that they missed their chance at
rescue. Two of the boys, Ralph and Piggy, discover a conch shell on the beach, and Piggy realizes it could be
used as a horn to summon the other boys. Ralph flees, leaving Sam and Eric behind. Jack becomes
increasingly dark and disturbed. The significant symbolism which is rather easy to comprehend, made it one
of the most popular and admired books in history. The boys organize into separate tribes, choosing Ralph or
Jack as their leader. Jack is successful in killing another sow and mounts the head on a stake as an offering to
the beast. Ralph refuses, he wants the glasses back.


